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ART
What should be in your sketchbook/portfolio so far:

A double title page
A selection of full page drawings and paintings: pencil; biro; watercolour
Artists study page – Jenny Stolzenberg
A painted colour wheel
Mark making pages to accompany various media (biro, for example)
A selection of photographs taken in school
Acrylic colour mixing and blending exercises
A full-page collage
Artist study page – Claes Oldenburg
A drawing of one shoe from several angles, in different media
A square acrylic painting, photorealistic
A series of mono-prints
Evidence of a Photoshop edit, creating a pattern from one photo

Subject areas you should revise:

1: Knowledge of the Assessment Objectives
Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources.
2: Drawing skills
Refine work by exploring ideas, demonstrating critical understanding of sources
3: Acrylic painting 
Record ideas, observations and insights as work progresses
4: Photoshop pattern work
Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and
5: Annotation in books
Demonstrates an understanding of visual language
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ANCIENT GREEK
Vocabulary

Revise the meanings of the words in vocabulary lists 1-4, found in Chapters 1-4 of “Greek to 
GCSE 1”, paying particular attention to the verbs in list 4.

Grammar

Revise all the grammar and syntax covered in Chapters 1-4 of “Greek to GCSE 1”. This includes:
The Present, Future, Imperfect, and First (Weak) Aorist tenses of the regular verb παυω

The Present and Imperfect tenses of the irregular verb εἰμι

The Second (Strong) Aorist of the verb λαμβανω

All forms of masculine and feminine nouns of the 1st declension, and all forms of masculine, 
feminine and neuter nouns of the 2nd Declension
All forms of the definite article and of adjectives of the 1st & 2nd Declension.
Imperatives and the Infinitive; particles; prepositions; the Genitive Sandwich: expressions of 
time; and compound verbs
All the above can be found on the printouts of PowerPoints previously provided by Mr. Madel, 
or in Chapters 1-4 of “Greek to GCSE 1”.
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ASTRONOMY
Section 1: Telescope design

You will need to recall:
The names, and details of construction, of the following reflecting telescope designs:

Newtonian
Cassegrain
Schmitt-Cassegrain
Nasmyth

You will need to be able to describe:
The benefits and drawbacks of refracting and reflecting telescopes
The benefits and drawbacks of each type of reflecting telescope construction

Section 2: Observational astronomy

You will need to recall:
The shape of major constellations
The names of some stars and deep space objects within constellations
The different names of galactic catalogues
You will need to select and apply the following equations:
f-ratio = objective focal length/aperture diameter
magnification = objective focal length/eyepiece focal length
angular resolution = 1.22 x wavelength/aperture diameter

Section 3: The life cycle of a star

You will need to recall and describe:
The main sequence for stars
The different types of star observed in the universe
The different types of stellar remnants observed in the universe

Section 4: Star composition

You will need to apply information from:
Images of stellar spectra
The appearance of a star and its position on the main sequence, to ascertain its composition

Section 5: Star brightness and colour

You will need to apply information from:
Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams
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You will need to calculate:
The absolute magnitude of a star
The apparent magnitude of a star based on its temperature
The distance to a star based on the above
You will need to recall:
The temperature of a star based on its colour
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BIOLOGY
Section 1: cell transport 

You will need to be able to explain the function of the following organelles:
Cell membrane 
Mitochondria 
Ribosomes 
Cell wall
Vacuole 

Questions

Draw a diagram demonstrating how molecules would diffuse from a teabag into liquid.
Why does diffusion of tea go quicker with hot water than with cold water?
State three molecules that can freely diffuse across a cell membrane?
What do these molecules have in common?

Section 2: Osmosis 

Define the following terms 
Osmosis
Hypotonic
Hypertonic 
Isotonic 

Draw a cell placed in a hypotonic solution, and show the movement of water, either into the 
cell or out from the cell.
Suggest what would happen to an animal cell when placed in a hypotonic solution.
A plant cell will react differently to an animal cell when placed in a hypotonic solution.
a) Describe what happens to a plant cell in a hypotonic solution.
b) What maintains the structure of a plant cell?

Section 3: Active transport

Define “active transport” 
What is the difference between facilitated diffusion and active transport?
Give an example of a molecule that is transported by active transport
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Section 4: Cell transport in plants 

Write the formula for photosynthesis?
A plant cell needs carbon dioxide, mineral ions and water to grow. For each of these state 
weather they get into a plant cell by osmosis, active transport or diffusion
a) Water
b) Ions 
c) Carbon dioxide 
Plants take up mineral ions via their root cells. Draw a root cell and show how ions can enter 
the cell. You need to indicate a concentration gradient, and the direction of ion movement 
How is a leaf adapted to maximize photosynthesis?

Section 5: Cell transport in animals 

Explain how oxygen enters the blood vessels from the alveoli. You need to include a 
comparison of the different concentrations of oxygen in the alveoli and the capillaries. 
How are the alveoli adapted for maximal gas exchange?
Name a molecule that needs active transport to be taken up from the intestines 
How are the intestines adapted to maximize nutrient uptake?
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CHEMISTRY: QUANTITATIVE CHEMISTRY I
Section 1: Relative atomic mass and isotopes

Define the terms isotope and relative atomic mass (Ar or RAM). 
Find the Ar of an element in the Periodic Table (big number).
Work out the relative atomic mass (Ar) of an element from a given mixture of isotopes.  

Section2: Relative formula mass (Mr)

Calculate the relative formula mass (Mr or RFM) of a compound. 
Calculate the formula of simple compounds (Empirical formula) 

Section 3: Percentage composition of compounds

Define percentage mass (or percentage composition). 
Calculate the percentage composition of compounds using given data. 

Section 4:  Reacting mass calculations

State the law of conservation of mass. 
Balance a given chemical equation. 
Complete reacting mass calculations when given a balanced equation. 

Section 5: Percentage Yield and Atom economy

Define the terms actual yield, theoretical yield and percentage yield.  
Explain the reasons why the percentage yield of a reaction will always be less than 100%. 
Calculate percentage yield from experimental data. 
Define atom economy.  
Explain why high atom economy is important in the chemical industry. 
Calculate atom economy from experimental data. 
You need to know all the methods described in your prep booklet and recall the following 
formulae:
RAM= (% of isotope 1 × mass of isotope 1) + (% of isotope 2 × mass of isotope 2) ÷ 100

%element =   x 100

Percentage yield =   x 100

Atom economy =   x100
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CLASSICS
Participles
A participle is a verbal adjective. It must agree with the noun it describes. There are 3 tenses of 
participle: present, perfect and future. 

1st conj 2nd conj 3rd conj 4th conj

Present

Translate: loving

declines like ingens 
(3rd dec)

amans

amantem

etc

monens

monentem

etc

regens

regentem

etc

audiens

audientem

etc 

Perfect Passive*

Translate: having 
been loved

declines like bonus 
(1st/2nd dec)

amatus

amatum

etc

monitus

monitum

etc

rectus

rectum

etc

auditus

auditum

etc

Future

Translate: about to 
be loved

declines like bonus 
(1st/2nd dec)

amaturus

amaturum

etc

moniturus

moniturum

etc

recturus

recturum

etc

auditurus

auditurum

etc 

* All perfect participles are passive unless it is a deponent verb, e.g. secutus sum (from sequor 
– I follow) means ‘having followed’ (not having been followed).
The perfect passive of verbs can be irregular. It is the 4th part in the vocabulary table, e.g. amo, 
amare, amavi, amatus. 
You must learn the perfect passive of the verbs you have been set this half term plus the 
deponent verbs from HT1.
Participle Examples:
vir regem regentem spectat – the man watches the ruling king.
puer amatus tristis erat – the loved boy was sad OR the boy who had been loved was sad.
nuntius auditurus intellegens est – the messenger about to be heard is clever.
Plato: Learn the information about Plato’s Republic from your lessons notes plus your essay.
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Vocabulary: Learn all of the verbs from this list plus the deponent verbs from HT1.
Year 9 HT2 Vocab List (verbs!)
sto, stare, steti: to stand
teneo, tenere, tenui, tentus: to hold
specto, spectare, spectavi, spectatus: to watch
intro, intrare, intravi, intratus: to enter
clamo, clamare, clamavi, clamatus: to shout
lego, legere, legi, lectus: to read
do, dare, dedi, datus: to give
invenio, invenire, inveni, inventus: to find
porto, portare, portavi, portatus: to carry
video, videre, vidi, visus: to see
audio, audire, audivi, auditus: to hear
pono, ponere, posui, positus: to place, to put
curo, curare, curavi, curatus: to look after
habeo, habere, habui, habitus: to have
amo, amare, amavi, amatus: to love
paro, parare, paravi, paratus: to prepare
venio, venire, veni: to come
voco, vocare, vocavi, vocatus: to call
scribo, scribere, scripsi, scriptus: to write
moneo, monere, monui, monitus: to warn
faci, facere, feci, factus: to do, to make
consumo, consumare, consumpsi: to eat
trado, tradere, tradidi, traditus: to hand over
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
You need to be able to do the following:
Understand the concept of a Variable.
Understand and use the following   data types appropriately: integer, real, Boolean, character, 
string.
Use, understand and know how the following statement types can be combined in 
programs: 
    variable declaration, constant declaration, assignment, selection 
Be familiar with and be able to use comparison operators.
    equal to, not equal to, less than, greater than, less than or equal to, greater than or equal to.
Be able to obtain user input from the keyboard using Scanner
Be able to output data and information from a program to the computer using Java.
Know the process of executing a Java program: 
Explain the importance of Java
Use meaningful identifier names and know why it is important to use them.
Know how to add comments to the program and understand why it is important to add 
comments
Be familiar with and be able to use the following operators in Java.
    Addition, subtraction, multiplication, real division, integer division, modulus.
Understand when to use selection in java and know the syntax for if, if –else, nested if
Practice to write Java programs using selection statements if, if –else and nested if
Understand when to use switch case in java programming
Know the difference between if and switch in java
Learn the syntax for switch and practice to write a java program using switch
Understand what iteration/ loop is and know the syntax for all the three loops given below

While loop
Do-while loop
For loop

Practice to write a java program using while loop, for loop and do-while loop
Understand the use of break and continue statements inside the loops
Practice to write a java program using break/ continue statements inside the loops
Learn to read the given program, understand and predict the output
Practice answering the questions from Prep and lab sheets. Practise running Java Programs 
on IntelliJ. Use your notes and worksheets to revise
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ECONOMICS
The focus of the exam will be on content covered on Half-Term 2. However, you need to be able 
to link all the content covered to material learned in Half-Term 1 (e.g. linking with the circular 
flow of income diagram, different economic groups, needs and wants, opportunity costs 
facing economic groups, product and factor markets being represented by supply and demand, 
specialisation within firms and the impact on supply). 

Demand Curve – movements along the curve

Be very familiar with the demand curve and how ‘movements along the demand curve’ occur. 
As a brief outline – the demand curve shows the relationship between the price (per one unit 
of a good or service) and the quantity of a good/service that consumers/buyers are willing 
AND able to purchase. In general, the higher the price of a good/service, the less willing and 
able consumers are to purchase the product, and the lower the quantity demanded. 
A movement along the demand curve is ALWAYS due to a change in price. E.g. a movement 
down the curve – due to a decrease in price, consumers are more willing and able to purchase 
the good/service, and there is more quantity demanded. Need to be able to show this in a 
diagram. 
Understand what a steep demand curve means. Also understand what a flatter (more 
horizontal) demand curve means. 

Demand Curve – shifts in the curve

Understand a shift in the demand curve is different to a movement along the demand curve. 
A shift in the demand curve to the right, also known as an increase in demand means that: at 
the SAME price, consumers are MORE willing and able to purchase a good/service. Need to 
know all the factors that would cause consumers to be willing and able to buy more or less of a 
good/service even with price being the same. 
The factors that could shift the demand curve are: Population, Income, Prices of Substitutes, 
Prices of Complements, Tastes and Preferences (there are further extension factors: interest 
rates and expectations of future prices). 
Understand how each factor could cause an increase or decrease in demand. 

Supply Curve – movements along the supply curve

Be very familiar with the supply curve and how ‘movements along the supply curve’ occur. 
As a brief outline – the supply curve shows the relationship between the price (per one unit of 
a good or service) and the quantity of a good/service that producers/firms are willing AND able 
to sell or supply. In general, the higher the price of a good/service, the more willing and able 
producers are to sell/supply the product, and the higher the quantity supplied. 
A movement along the supply curve is ALWAYS due to a change in price. E.g. a movement up 
the curve – due to an increase in price, producers are more willing and able to purchase the 
good/service, and there is more quantity supplied. Need to be able to show this in a diagram. 
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Understand what a steep supply curve means. Also understand what a flatter (more 
horizontal) supply curve means.

Supply Curve – shifts in the curve

Understand a shift in the supply curve is different to a movement along the supply curve. 
A shift in the supply curve to the right, also known as an increase in supply means that: at the 
SAME price, producers are MORE willing and able to sell/supply a good/service. Need to know 
all the factors that would cause producers to be willing and able to sell/supply more or less of 
a good/service even with price being the same. 
The factors that could shift the supply curve are: Costs of production (raw material costs, 
labour costs/wages), technology, weather, taxes, subsidies, number of firms (extension 
factors: related supply, capacity of existing firms/investment in capital). 
Understand how each factor could cause an increase or decrease in supply.

Market equilibrium 

Understand how market equilibrium occurs. 
Understand what happens when price of a good/service is above the market equilibrium price. 
E.g. At price above market equilibrium, the quantity supplied (by firms/producers) is more than 
the quantity demanded (by consumers) – there is excess supply or a surplus. Firms then react 
to this situation by lowering price and as price is lowered, quantity demanded increases. This 
process occurs until price falls to market equilibrium. 
Understand what happens when price of a good/service is below the market equilibrium price. 
E.g. At price below the market equilibrium, the quantity demanded (by consumers) is more 
than the quantity supplied (by firms/producers) – a situation of excess demand or a shortage 
occurs.  The price of the good/service is bid up and rises – as the price increases, firms/
producers increase the quantity supplied and consumers are willing and able to buy less of the 
good/service. Price continues to rise until market equilibrium occurs. 

Changes in demand/supply and the impact on market equilibrium 

Be able to analyse a particular factor as a change in supply or demand and the impact on 
market equilibrium quantity demanded/supplied and price. 
Be very comfortable analysing situations/articles/text and determining whether factors are 
demand (impacting consumers) or supply (impacting firms/producers), and how that will shift 
the demand or supply curve (and the corresponding change in market equilibrium price and 
quantity demanded/supplied). 

Price elasticity of demand

Define Price elasticity of Demand as the responsiveness of quantity demanded to a change in 
price. Know the formula of Price elasticity of Demand. It is the percentage change in quantity 
demanded divided by the percentage change in price (you always Queue before you Pee). 
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Be able to calculate the Price elasticity of demand given data on price and quantity demanded 
(refer to examples covered in class). 
Understand the figures calculated and be able to interpret it. For example a PeD of     -3 means 
that a 1% increase in price results in a 3% decrease in quantity demanded (or a 10% decrease in 
price results in a 30% increase in quantity demanded). 
Be able to categorize a good as being elastic (PeD > 1), inelastic (PeD <1) or unit elastic (PeD = 1). 
Be able to draw the demand curve for a good that is inelastic (steep Demand curve) and elastic 
(flatter, more horizontal demand curve). 

Relationship between Price and Revenue for elastic and inelastic goods

Understand the relationship between changing price and impact on revenue for goods with 
elastic demand and inelastic demand. Elastic demand – increasing price leads to a large 
decrease in quantity demanded and a fall in revenue (and decreasing price will lead to a rise in 
revenue). Inelastic demand – increasing price leads to a small decrease in quantity demanded 
and an increase in revenue (decrease in price leads to a fall in revenue). 
Know how to show revenue in a demand curve for both elastic and inelastic goods. 

Factors impacting Price elasticity of demand

Know the factors that can cause a good to have inelastic or elastic demand. Necessities versus 
luxuries (a need is required by consumers and thus will have inelastic demand – quantity 
demanded will not decrease much after an increase in price since consumers require the good 
for survival). 
Number of close substitutes. The more substitutes, the more responsive will consumers be to 
a change in price (quantity demanded will change more, and thus is more demand elastic). 
Whether a good is habit-forming. Certain goods will cause consumers to be addicted to them 
(or a habit of continual consumption) such as cigarettes and alcohol. These goods will have 
more inelastic demand. 
Percentage of income spent on good. For a good with a low percentage of income spent on 
it (e.g. pencil would make up a small percentage of a person’s income), a rise in price will in 
general not cause quantity demanded by consumers to change by much – inelastic demand. 
Time. The more time after an increase in price, the more time consumers will have to find a 
substitute good or to change their consumption. Thus with more time, demand will be more 
elastic. 
Peak-time usage will have more inelastic demand. 

Price elasticity of supply

Define Price elasticity of Supply as the responsiveness of quantity supplied to a change in 
price. Know the formula of Price elasticity of Supply. It is the percentage change in quantity 
supplied divided by the percentage change in price (you always Queue before you Pee). 
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Be able to calculate the Price elasticity of supply given data on price and quantity demanded 
(refer to examples covered in class). 
Understand the figures calculated and be able to interpret it. 
Be able to categorize a good as having elastic supply (PeS > 1), inelastic (PeS <1) or unit elastic 
(PeS = 1). 
Be able to draw the supply curve for a good that has inelastic supply (steep supply curve) and 
elastic supply (flatter, more horizontal supply curve). 
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ELECTRONICS
The areas of knowledge for this half term have been broken down into sub-sections based on 
what you are required to do with the knowledge.

Section 1: Kirchhoff’s Laws

Calculations:
Apply Ohm’s law
Calculate equivalent resistances
Apply Kirchhoff’s laws
Definitions:
Voltage
Current
Resistance

Section 2: Voltage dividers

Calculations:
Calculating voltage divisions (V1 and V2)
Calculating output voltages from potentiometers
Describe:
The application of a potentiometer

Section 3: npn-transistors

Recall the names of the pins for an npn-transistor
Recall that npn-transistors will turn on when 0.7V is received at the base pin
Describe the function of an npn-transistor
Apply and perform calculations using the equation for the gain of an npn-transistor:

Section 4: Energy and Power

Calculations: 
Calculating flow of charge in a set time for a given current
Calculating energy from both charge and power
Calculating power from given currents and voltages

Section 5: Circuit design

Draw circuits based on a description
Recall the circuit symbols for a potentiometer, npn transistor, LED, LDR and resistor
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ENGLISH
Rhetoric – the three appeals
Pathos: Appeal to the audience’s emotions
Ethos: Appeal to the audience’s morality
Logos: Appeal to the audience’s rationality
Rhetorical Devices
Tricolon: A series of three parallel words, phrases or clauses
‘Friends, Romans, Countrymen’
Anaphora: Repetition at beginning of successive sentences or clauses
‘I came, I saw, I conquered.’
Antithesis: Opposition of two ideas in a sentence
‘We must learn to live together as brothers or perish together as fools.’
Epistrophe: Repetition at end of successive sentences or clauses
‘If you had known the virtue of the ring, 
Or half her worthiness that gave the ring,
If you did know for whom I gave the ring.’
Epizeuxis: Repetition of the same word or words in immediate succession, usually with great 
vehemence or emotion
‘Alone, alone, all, all alone, Alone on a wide, wide sea.’
Erotema: A rhetorical question - when the speaker asks a question but does not expect an 
answer
‘Why should that name be sounded more than yours?’
Hypophora: Asking a question and immediately answering it oneself.
‘What should young people do with their lives today? Many things, obviously. But the most daring 
thing is to create stable communities in which the terrible disease of loneliness can be cured.’
Paralipsis: To call attention to something by specifically saying you will not mention it.
‘It is not meet you know how Caesar loved you. You are not wood, you are not stones, but men.’
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FRENCH
The following is a sample of some of the vocabulary you need to revise. Refer to your 
classroom handouts for the full list.  

Vocabulaire:

Le sport       Sport
Je fais …       I do/go …
 du canoë-kayak      canoeing/kayaking
 du footing       jogging
 du hockey sur glace     ice hockey
du patinage       skating
 du roller       roller skating
 du vélo/cyclisme      cycling
 de la boxe       boxing
 de la danse       dancing
Je trouve ça …      I think it’s …
bien/cool       good/cool
génial/super       great/super
passionnant       exciting

La musique       Music
Je joue …       I play …
du piano       the piano
du saxophone       the saxophone
du violon       the violin
de la batterie       drums
de la clarinette       the clarinet
Mon chanteur/Ma chanteuse    My favourite singer is …
préféré(e), c’est …
car j’aime ses paroles/ses mélodies    because I like his/her lyrics/tunes
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La technologie      Technology
Je fais …       I do …
beaucoup de choses      lots of things
des quiz/des recherches pour    quizzes/research for my homework
mes devoirs 
Je fais des achats.      I buy things/make purchases.
Je vais sur mes sites préférés/    I go on my favourite sites/blogs/forums.
des blogs/des forums.
Films et télé       Films and TV
J’aime/J’adore les …      I like/love …
Je (ne) suis (pas) fan de …     I am (not) a fan of …
Je n’aime pas …      I don’t like …
J’ai une passion pour les …     I am passionate about …
J’ai horreur des …      I hate/can’t stand …
films de gangsters/d’action     gangster/action films
Mon émission préférée, c’est …    My favourite programme is …
Je trouve ça …       I find it …
Je pense que c’est …      I think that it’s …
Parler de sport      Talking about sport
Je fais de l’escrime/du footing depuis   I’ve been doing fencing/jogging for
(quatre ans).       (four years).
Je pratique le trampoline depuis    I’ve been trampolining for
(trois mois).       (three months).
On joue au basket ensemble depuis    We’ve been playing basketball together
(trois ans).       for (three years).
J’aime beaucoup ça car c’est …    I like it a lot because it’s …
élégant/facile       elegant/easy
ludique/sympa      fun/ nice
rapide/beau       fast/pleasant
C’est un sport qui est bon pour …    It’s a sport that is good for …
le corps/le cœur      the body/the heart
le mental/la concentration     the mind/concentration
… et qui demande …     …and which requires …
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une excellente forme physique    excellent physical condition
une bonne coordination     good coordination
de l’endurance       endurance
de bons réflexes      good reflexes
Ça me fait du bien.      It does me good.
Je préfère les sports individuels.   I prefer individual sports.
Je respire.       I breathe.
Je me fixe des objectifs.     I set goals for myself.
J’oublie mes soucis.      I forget my worries.
Ma vie d’internaute      My life online
Je suis passionné(e) de …     I am passionate about/a huge fan of …
photographie/cinéma/musique    photography/cinema/music
Il y a (deux mois), j’ai créé …     (Two months) ago, I created …
une page Facebook      a Facebook page
une chaîne YouTube      a YouTube channel
une station de radio      a radio station
un blog        a blog
Ça (ne) marche (pas) très bien.    It’s (not) working very well.
J’ai beaucoup d’abonnés et de    I have lots of subscribers and likes.
mentions «J’aime».
Je vais travailler avec mon ami/    I’m going to work with my friend/
ma soeur/ mon prof …     sister/teacher …
car il/elle est plus/moins …    because he/she is more/less … 
que moi       than me
arrogant(e)/créatif/-ive     arrogant/creative
modeste/patient(e)      modest/patient
de vanité       vanity
d’arrogance       arrogance
Il/Elle est extrêmement modeste/    He/she is extremely modest/sincere/
sincère/humble.      humble.
J’ai vu le film … il y a un moment et    I saw the film … some time ago and
depuis, je suis fan.      since then, I’ve been a fan.
Apparemment, quand il/elle était    Apparently, when he/she was young …
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jeune …
X compte parmi les acteurs les plus    X is one of the best-known and
connus et les plus appréciés au    most popular actors in the world.
monde.
J’adore ses films et je les recommande.   I love his/her films and I recommend
them.
Je vais voir son prochain film très bientôt.  I’m going to see his/her next film very 
soon.
Les mots essentiels      High-frequency words
normalement       normally, usually
quelquefois       sometimes
souvent       often
tous les jours       every day
hier soir       yesterday evening
récemment       recently
depuis un moment      for a while
lorsque        when
d’abord        first(ly)
ensuite        next
à mon avis       in my opinion
personnellement      personally
car        because, as
cependant       however
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GEOGRAPHY: NATURAL HAZARDS 
Section 1: The Disaster Risk Equation 

• What is the difference between a hazard and a disaster?
• Risk Rating Matrix
• Vulnerability and capacity to cope: LICs and HICs
• Categorizing Hazards: Atmospheric, Biological, Geomorphological and Geological

Section 2: Disaster Trends 
• 1950s-2050: Reported number of disasters
• Trend of economic damage and number of hazard related deaths
• Correlations between levels of development and hazard occurrence 
• Advancement of Technology, Medicine and Media Exposure 

Section 3: Structure of the Earth: Plate Tectonics 
• Compositional and Mechanical Layers of the Earth 
• Plate Boundaries: Constructive, Destructive, Collision and Conservative 
• Convection currents and Seismology 
• P waves, S waves, Surface waves and Faults

Section 4: Measuring and managing earthquake hazards
• The Richter scale
• Management before, during and after a hazard
• Preparedness/Preventative measures, relief and recovery
• Education, Building Design, Mobilisation of People and Transport 

Section 5: Japan and Haiti: Case Study 
• Haiti Earthquake (2010): Location, plate boundary, historical context, earthquake 

magnitude, time/date, causes, deaths, injuries, primary, secondary effects. Social, 
economic, environmental effects. Management- Rescue and recovery. Disaster risk 
equation.

• Japan Earthquake and Tsunami (2011): Location, plate boundary, historical context, 
earthquake magnitude, time/date, causes, deaths, injuries, primary, secondary effects. 
Social, economic, environmental effects. Management- Rescue and recovery. Disaster 
risk equation.
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GERMAN
The following is a sample of some of the vocabulary you need to revise. Refer to your 
classroom handouts for the full list.   

Freizeitaktivitäten      Leisure activities
die Freizeit       leisure time, free time
Briefmarken sammeln     to collect stamps
Plüschtiere sammeln      to collect soft toys
Sport machen       to do sport
Sport treiben       to do sport
Fußball spielen      to play football
Hockey spielen      to play hockey
Basketball spielen      to play basketball
Schach spielen      to play chess
Karten spielen      to play cards
am Computer spielen      to play on the computer
Computerspiele spielen     to play computer games
im Internet surfen      to surf on the internet
im Internet chatten      to chat on the internet
mit Freunden reden      to chat with friends
chillen        to chill
Musik machen       to make music
Radio hören       to listen to the radio
Bücher lesen       to read books
faulenzen       to chill, laze about
nichts tun       to do nothing
Ich bin …       I am …
(nicht) sehr       (not) very
ziemlich       quite
ein bisschen       a bit

Instrumente       Instruments
die Blockflöte       recorder
die Flöte       flute
die Geige       violin
die (elektrische) Gitarre     (electric) guitar
die Klarinette       clarinet
die Trompete       trumpet
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das Keyboard       keyboard
das Klavier       piano
das Saxofon       saxophone
das Schlagzeug      drums
das Instrument      instrument
Ich spiele kein Instrument.     I don’t play an instrument.

Bücher        Books
gedruckt       printed
das Buch( ¨–er)      book
das gedruckte Buch      printed book
die Biografie(n)      biography
der Comic(s)       comic book
der Fantasyroman(e)      fantasy novel
die Horrorgeschichte(n)    horror story
die Komödie(n)      comedy
der Krimi(s)       detective / crime story
die Liebesgeschichte(n)     love story
das Science-Fiction-Buch(-Bücher)    sci-fi-book
der Thriller(-)       thriller
die Zeitung(en)      newspaper
die Zeitschrift(en), das Magazin(e)    magazine
die Illustrierte(n)      (glossy) magazine
das Blog(s)       blog
das E-Book(s)       e-book
das Taschenbuch( ¨–er)     paperback book

Musik        Music
Ich interessiere mich für viele    I’m interested in lots of types of music.
Musikrichtungen.
die Musiksammlung      music collection
Ich höre (nicht) gern …     I (don’t) like listening to …
Ich höre lieber …      I prefer to listen to …
Ich höre am liebsten …     I like listening to … best of all.
klassische Musik      classical music
Opernmusik       opera
Popmusik       pop music
Reggae        reggae
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FiIm und Fernsehen      Film and television
der Film(e)       film, movie
der Actionfilm(e)      action movie
der Fantasyfilm(e)      fantasy film
der Horrorfilm(e)      horror film
die Komödie(n)      comedy
der Krimi(s)       detective / crime film
der Liebesfilm(e)      romance
der Science-Fiction-Film(e)     sci-fi film
der Thriller(–)       thriller
der Zeichentrickfilm(e)     cartoon
Ich sehe gern fern.      I like watching TV.
der Zuschauer(–)      viewer
das Fernsehen      television
die Fernsehsendung(en)     TV programme
die Serie(n)       series
die Gameshow(s)      game show
die Realityshow(s)      reality show
Sport        Sport
Ski fahren       to go skiing
snowboarden       to go snowboarding
rodeln        to sledge, toboggan
eislaufen       to ice skate
Curling spielen       to do curling
Nordic Walking machen     to go Nordic walking
wandern       to hike
klettern       to climb
schwimmen       to swim
Fahrrad / Rad fahren      to cycle
Handball / Fußball / Tennis spielen    to play handball / football / tennis
Ich spiele gern (Fußball).     I like playing (football).
Ich turne seit (fünf Jahren).     I have been doing gymnastics for
(five years).
Ich mache (nicht) gern (Nordic    I (don’t) like doing (Nordic
Walking).       walking).
Ich habe mit (sechs) Jahren     I started to play tennis when I was
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HISTORY
Norman Rule, Feudalism and Domesday and Castles

William built over 100 castles, early motte and bailey structures were replaced with immense 
stone walls and deep moats, offering powerful defensive capabilities. Castles on the coast, 
such as at Pevensey, could prevent foreign invasion, whilst those in rebellious regions, such 
as Pickering, could be used to put down dissenters. Castles housed soldiers and Norman 
cavalry units, as well as sheriffs and tax collectors, enabling administrative and military control. 
Castles were also marks of personal authority, at which ceremonies could be held and nobles 
could govern safely from, whilst enhancing their wealth and influence locally. William set about 
reforming English society; bureaucracy and the power of the state were greatly enhanced 
through the production of the Domesday book, designed to record for taxation and governance 
purposes, everything owned within William’s new kingdom. The Normans also introduced 
feudalism, a system of governance which perpetuated itself through the lending of land down 
the social classes in exchange for money and protection.  

Norman Legal Reforms

Anglo-Saxon Shires were divided into smaller Norman Earldoms, whilst Shire and Hundred 
Courts became the responsibility of Sheriff’s Deputy’s and Local Lords respectively, essentially 
localising the trial process whilst simultaneously establishing regional Norman rulers, as legal 
adjudicators. The introduction of Primogeniture, supported a static feudal system, and Forest 
Laws, which guaranteed the king ample hunting land, further tied the peasantry into feudal 
servitude. Beyond this, the Norman’s added ‘Combat’, to the existing ‘Ordeal’ system. The 
outcome of a duel being dependent on the military equipment and training of the combatants, 
this system suited Norman knights and the aristocracy generally. Although Oaths remained 
‘in common’, ‘Mudrum’ fines were now paid to the state rather than victim or victim’s family, 
and legislation became increasingly codified; in Latin. Norman legal reforms formalised the law 
and cemented the State as the arbiter thereof, whilst simultaneously privileging the Norman 
aristocracy. 

The Norman Church and Monasticism

William owed support for his conquest to Pope Alexander II and the Normans regarded their 
association with the Catholic Church as of fundamental political and spiritual importance. 
The importance of the Church in society, meant that control of it, guaranteed the Normans 
greater power over England. William I’s deposition of the Archbishop Stigand and appointment 
of Lanfranc in 1070, marked the beginning of concerted efforts to replace all Anglo-Saxon 
Bishops with Norman ones. ‘Romanesque’ Cathedrals, such as that at Durham, evidenced 
Norman wealth and power, as well as their commitment to the style of the Vatican. Control 
of Cathedrals gave the Normans a monopoly of a common resource, used for everything 
from weddings to funerals. William II’s relationship with Anselm, saw conflict arise between 
the English and Catholic church, and the Norman monarchy, whilst Pope Gregory’s reforms, 
designed to promote piety among the clergy, ultimately removed the authority of European 
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monarchs, including those who would govern England, to appoint Bishops. Monasticism 
exploded under the Normans; Monks provided the spiritual counterparts to the Norman 
knights tasked with governing local areas of William’s new kingdom and played an important 
cultural role; educating, healing, offering haven to travellers and pilgrims and recording 
knowledge within illuminated manuscripts. Between 1066 and 1135 the number of Monks in 
England increased fivefold.

Norman Towns and Villages – Everyday Life

Town’s such as Winchester, Norwich and York grew, as castles, and wool, salt and metal 
work, trades, generated new economic opportunities in urban areas. Markets, fairs and trade 
guilds also bloomed around Norman towns. The structure, function and character of villages, 
remained unchanged from the Anglo-Saxon period. At the core of a village, remained a church, 
usually with a bell tower to signify working hours, the church acting as a centre point around 
which festivities and gatherings took place. Fields were loaned to peasants in strips, suited 
to a simple ox plough, for key agricultural technologies remained the same also, and a simple 
fallow system adopted to preserve farmland. Clear divisions remained between land for 
pasture and that for crops, whilst oats, wheat, barley and rye, remained the staple diet. As had 
been the custom, villagers continued to pay for the land they used, with portions of the crops 
they grew. A Norman village would have looked much like an Anglo-Saxon village; modest, 
crowded housing, about a basic road, fanning out from a central church, with meadow, pasture, 
fallow and sown fields, forming the outer circle. Woodland beyond this usually demarcated 
village boundaries, and villages continued to be located near fresh water sources. Ordinary life 
revolved around church going and seasonal agricultural labour. Entertainment took the form of 
markets, fairs and religious holidays and celebrations, such as ‘St’s Days’ at which alcohol was 
the primary social lubricant.

The Angevin Empire

William’s second son Henry I, having himself obtained the throne under dubious 
circumstances, was to suffer the loss of both his male heirs in a shipwreck. His eldest daughter 
Matilda and wealthy nephew Stephen both laid claim to the throne on Henry’s death in 1135, 
the subsequent violent chaos, lasting until 1154, was brought, finally to an end, when Matilda 
rescinded her claim in exchange for the guarantee that her son, Henry II would inherit the 
crown on Stephen’s death. Henry II consolidated Angevin possessions, successfully adding 
Ireland to their number by conquest in 1171, a decision which would promote conflict till the 
present day, and Gascony by marriage to Eleanor of Aquitane in 1152, further developing the 
wool and wine trades with Flanders and Bordeaux respectively.
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Exam Preparation

Answer the following questions using the information on this sheet. Each is a six mark 
question which demands explanation and at least a paragraph of writing. 
Explain the importance of castles to the success of Norman Conquest. 
Explain how reforms to the ‘Ordeal’ system, and system of inheritance, benefited the 
Normans. 
 Explain the changes and continuities between the Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman church. 
Explain how a Norman village functioned. 
Explain the role of Henry II in developing the Angevin Empire. 
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MATHS
Use your exercise books and mathswatch to help you revise the topics listed below.

1. Angles and lines:

Sum of angles on a straight line, around a point and vertically opposite angles
Parallel lines: corresponding angles, alternate angles and co-interior angles (know reasons)
Reasoning and problem solving angles and lines

2. Triangles and quadrilaterals

Sum of interior angles in triangles
Exterior angle of a triangle 
Sum of interior angles in quadrilaterals
Reasoning and problem solving angles in triangles and quadrilaterals

3. Polygon angles

Sum of interior angles of regular polygons using the formula
Exterior angles of regular polygons using the formula
Reasoning and problem solving involving angles in polygons

4. Bearings

Calculating bearings
Problems involving bearings

5. Data handling

Representing data
Averages and spread
Frequency diagrams
Reasoning and problem solving involving handling data
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PHOTOGRAPHY
What should be in your portfolio by half-term 2;

Panoramic photography
1. You should have evidence of manual and automatic imagery in response to the artist Mike 
McFarlane. 
2. panoramic planets, a step by step method of how to complete the surreal process. 

Investigating time of day. 
This is a photoshoot for homework, where you have captured interesting times of day in 
response to looking at sunset, sunrise, dusk, dawn, night and day, you should have one 
extensive time covered, or two contrasting, printed in a contact sheet and favourites selected 
and explained. 

Colour splash
Several colour splash investigations, using practice images and your own photos with screen 
shots to show the process.

Tilt shift
An explanation of what it is with internet examples, alongside your own experimental photos 
and in some cases using your own photoshoots.

Ideas page 
Creative title page and mind map on chosen theme for final piece

Artist of choice 
Completed creative photographers page of your choice to match your chosen theme.

7–15 first photos for final piece
Compiled to match your chosen theme and artist, presented as a contact sheet in your book.

Macro and surreal shoot 
An experimental shoot completed in school which shows both macro and surreal elements, 10 
of each minimum, presented and annotated in book.

Executing final pieces 
A compiled final piece of several photos which realise intentions.

Your grade will be based on the standard of work you submit, all photography books will be 
collected after the half term break, to include time to complete all work before the deadline, 
you will also be given a half term homework which will be included in this deadline.
Any queries please email Hannah.shapley@eastlondonscienceschool.co.uk or visit the shared 
area on one drive for access to resources mentioned. 
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PHILOSOPHY
Section 1: Direct realism 

Realists believe that there is an external world which exists independently of our minds.
Direct realists are also known as ‘common sense’ realists or ‘naïve realists’ because their view 
is held by most people who have not studied Philosophy.
They believe that if you see an object in front of you, i.e. a red door, it is because the object is in 
front of you.  

Section 2: Argument against direct realism/ for indirect realism.

Illusions: If we perceive objects directly, then what are we perceiving when we experience an 
illusion.
Perceptual variation: If two people perceive the same object differently, how can we be certain 
of what is existing in the real world?
Hallucination: If only objects in the real world cause our perceptions, how is it possible to 
hallucinate?
Time-lag: When we see objects there is always a delay between the light being refracted or 
emitted from the object and our experience of it e.g. stars. Key Terms
Rationalism: The belief that all of our knowledge comes from reason.
Empiricism: The belief that all of our knowledge comes from experience.
Direct/ Naïve realism: The immediate objects of perception are mind-independent objects and 
their properties
Scepticism: In Philosophy this is a school of thought which questions the possibility of certain 
knowledge.
Sense date:  The particular qualities we are directly aware of in sensory experience.  They are 
signs of the external object, if any, which cause them.
Veil of perception: Refers to the gap between our sense data and the world outside our minds.
Representative/ Indirect realism: The immediate objects of perception are mind-independent 
objects and their properties.
Primary qualities: Characteristics such as size and shape that exist in and object whether or 
not we perceive them.
Secondary qualities: Characteristics such as colour and smell that exist in our perception of the 
object.
Solipsism: The view or theory that the self is all that can be known to exist. 
Idealism: We DIRECTLY perceive ‘direct objects’ which are mind dependent collections of ideas.
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Section 3: Indirect realism

Believe that illusions are misinterpretations caused by abnormal conditions. 
In hallucinations, people perceive things that are not really there. 
As with direct realism, is a realist theory and so proposes the existence of a real world with mind 
independent objects. 
Indirect realists argue that if you see an object in front of you, for example, a red door.  That’s 
because there is a door in front of you.  
However, they argue that some of the door’s qualities, e.g. ‘redness’, depend on your mind (sense 
data)
Primary qualities are 1. Objective. 2. Within objects. 3. Necessary for the objects existence. 4. 
Mind independent. 
Secondary qualities are 1. Subjective. 2. Within the perceiver. 3. Not necessary for the object’s 
existence. 4. Mind dependant.  

Section 4: Arguments against indirect realism/ for Idealism

1. Scepticism about the nature of mind-independent objects. If we are unable to access mind-
independent objects directly, then how can we be certain of their true nature?  We become 
trapped behind a veil of illusion or in our own private cinema.
2. Scepticism about the existence of mind-independent objects. If we cannot know for certain the 
nature of mind-independent object, how can we claim of have knowledge of their existence?
3. Scepticism about the existence of an external world. If all that can be known is what we’re 
directly aware of then we cannot know anything of which we are not directly aware of. This leads 
us into solipsism. 
Potential counters to these criticisms include 1. The fact that our perceptions are involuntary. 2. 
Our sensory experiences tend to be coherent.  3. The existence of the external world is the best 
hypothesis.   

Section 5: Idealism AKA Immaterialism.

Idealism is considers and anti-realist theory at is denies the existence of any objective reality 
Objects do not exist independently of our minds, but are collections of ideas.
Bishop Berkley uses the example of a tree to argue that it is impossible to even think of 
something which exists outside of a mind because in trying to do so, the object becomes an idea 
in our minds.  He therefore claims that mind-independent objects do not exist.
Idealism itself does not account for the continued existence of objects which are not being 
perceived.  Berkley himself claims that when not perceived by us, objects continue to exist in the 
mind of God.
Other issues with idealism 1.  They cannot explain illusions/ hallucinations. 2.  They cannot 
secure objective space and time. 
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PHYSICS
You need to know the following information. For anything you are unsure of, make sure you 
use your exercise book to look it up and make notes. 

• Calculate resultant forces on an object. 
• State and apply Newton’s first law.
• State Newton’s second law. 
• Apply Newton’s second law F=ma, using correct units. 
• Apply Newton’s third law to find action-reaction pairs. 
• Define gravitational field strength, with units.
• Describe relationship between mass and gravitational field strength. 
• Recall and apply the equation W=mg, using correct units.
• Define terminal velocity. 
• Describe the changes in resultant forces for a falling object that reaches terminal velocity. 
• Recall stopping distance = thinking distance + braking distance
• State average reaction time.
• Describe factors that affect thinking distance e.g. tiredness, drugs, alcohol.
• Describe factors that affect braking distance e.g. speed of vehicle, mass of vehicle, 

conditions of the brake and tyres, conditions of the road (icy/wet)
• Interpret graphs to find out information about stopping distances. 
• Explain why it is dangerous to produce large decelerations (in terms of energy transfers and 

their effect on the brakes. 
• Recall and apply the equation for momentum (p=mv), including units. 
• State the meaning of conservation of momentum. 
• Represent vectors (e.g. velocity and momentum) with positive and negative signs to 

represent direction.
• Use conservation of momentum to solve problems involving collisions and explosions. 
• Use the equation force, F=m∆v/∆t, where change in momentum, ∆p=m∆v
• Use the idea of rate of change of momentum to explain the following car safety features: air 

bags, seat belts, gymnasium crash mats, cycle helmets and cushioned surfaces. 
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PE/SPORTS
Section 1: Nutrition

Define hydration
What is a balanced diet?
Water balance
Role of proteins, carbohydrates, fats, vitamins and minerals

Section 2: The functions of the skeleton

Joint structures
Six functions of the skeleton
Apply knowledge of musculo-skeletal system and sporting activities

Section 3: The structure of the skeleton

Bone types
Role of bones

Section 4: Structure of a synovial joint

What is a synovial joint?
Joint classification
Movements permitted at joints

Section 5: Muscles of the body

Define body movements
Identify muscles
Antagonists and agonists


